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Committee Meeting - Romsey Mutual Aid 
Date: 22 Apr 2020 
Time: 17:00 – 18:00 
Location: https://zoom.us/j/96845240431 
Attendees: Dave Baigent (Chair), Roxanne de Beaux, Diane Hicks, Andy Kennedy (Secretary), 
Paul Lythgoe (Treasurer), Frankie Marsh, Catherine Smart, Zareen Taj, Miguel Torres 
 
Agenda:  

1. Agree previous meeting minutes (Andy) 
2. Review o/s actions from previous meetings 
3. Decisions on guideline questions (see RH column in 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XNpE5lSm4-m6C6jnakxp39caOfTxzUllHBIN0
sWTd2g/edit?usp=sharing) 

4. Street coordinator role 
5. Membership Applications 
6. AOB 

 

Updates on Actions from previous meetings 

Wed 25th March 

Item Action / Note Who 

4. Finance - 
Payment Process 
- Workflow 

PL, RdB & ZT have started work on a flowchart for Volunteers 
to clarify how payments should be handled. This includes  

● where the person needing shopping etc can pay 
● where they can’t 
● where they promise to pay but don’t 

This work is ongoing and RdB will provide an update at the 
next meeting. 

27/03/20 work continues.  RdB and PL invited to cross 
Cambridge Mutual Aid group zoom chat to share proposed 
approaches to this. 

01/04/20 - get current version issued now as it’s better than 
an absence of any guidance - form will need update - RdB to 
contact James Baye - and guideline to Ela. 

08/04/20 - work has been divided up between RdB and FM c/f 

RdB 

AK 
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15/04/20 - c/f, RdB to find alternative for Frankie if she is too 
busy; Google Drawing can be used as alternative to visio / 
powerpoint for flowchart elements 

22/4/20 c/f RdB has completed flowchart, AK to find 
volunteers to work on detail 

 

Fri 27th March 

Item Action / Note Who 

4. IT - Security of 
Personal Data in 
Street Channels 

Issue being discussed in #security-safeguarding around having 
full contact details visible to everyone on the channel.  Needs 
a solution which doesn’t compromise collaboration inside the 
channel.  DB and any others who can contribute to review 
thread and comment. 

01/04/20 - solution has been developed and is under test by 
AK and others. MT to change #security-safeguarding to private 
channel. 

08/04/20 - Guidelines written up. Call with RC’s to be done by 
FM, James Baye and Ela, to agree on an approach to brief RC’s, 
then we can go live. C/f 

15/04/20 to be implemented weekend coming 

22/4/20 implemented on Sunday, closed 

FM 

5. Finance - 
Constitution 

The Constitution will need amending because of bank account 
change (see next item).  PL to produce a draft and RdB to 
review with CCVS on Monday. 

01/04/20 - started - draft revised constitution to be circulated 
for review before next meeting 

08/04/20 - PL has produced revised draft and published to 
Slack, needs Roxanne adding as Trustee, and copy sent by 
email to CS, then can be issued. 

15/04/20 - new constitution reviewed and agreed, however it 
does not have RdB shown as Trustee, PL to update and 
reissue. 

22/4/20 done and uploaded to omrb, closed 

PL 

6. Street level 
groups liaison 

AK asked whether the group thought that there was value in 
running a session with street level autonomous groups in 
Romsey (e.g. Sedgwick Street, Hemingford / Romsey Rd, 
Greville Rd), to learn from their experiences, understand their 
issues and see whether RMA could do anything to better 
support them. 

This was deemed worthwhile but low priority atm so c/f 

- 
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01/04/20 c/f 

08/04/20 c/f 

15/04/20 c/f 

22/4/20 c/f 

 
 

Wed 1st April 

Item Action / Note Who 

4. Finance - 
Approval 
Process 

PL has started approval process documentation, c/f. 

PL to work with MT on form for submitting payment requests 
and approving them 

08/04/20 draft complete c/f 

15/04/20 - c/f - AK to talk to Miguel, check that the expense 
process is hanging together, then implement and broadcast to 
volunteers via Frankie / Ela and the Volunteer guideline… 

22/4/20 c/f to be done in Zoom meeting with PL and MG Fri 
20:00  

AK 

 

Wed 15th April 

Item Action / Note Who 

1. Agreed that RMA emergency funding can be provided where 
standard channels e.g. CAB, Cambridge Food Poverty Alliance 
are not working for someone. 

Guidance required for RC’s - goods required (e.g. toiletries, 
non-food items) should be obtained by volunteer and 
delivered to persons in need.  Should have a limit - say £30. 
RG to draw up a list of items from her food bank experience. 

22/4/20 list completed, now need to update guidelines to 
include list.  This will need to be done in coordination with 
payment process (25th March item above).  AK to organise 
resource for this.  

AK 

2. CS suggested A5 leaflet to go into pharmacy deliveries to 
publicise RMA would be a good thing; AK to get someone to 
do this… 

22/4/20 A6 leaflets coming tomorrow, to go to Pharmacy on 
Friday - closed 

AK 

3. Additional IT support required - Miguel to work with James to MT 
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provide job spec for both admin (maintenance) and 
development roles 

22/4/20 James is talking with volunteers - closed 

4. Small business scheme govt funding available via city council, 
to be publicised to RC’s via Escalation Guideline and message 
to channel 

22/4/20 done - closed 

AK 

 
 
 

Wed 22nd April 

Item Action / Note Who 

1. 

 

Minutes of 15th April meeting approved. - 

2. Previous 
actions 

see above - 

3. Guideline 
questions - Slack 
Help 

Meeting agreed that FM would include a short ‘quick start 
guide’ to Slack (e.g. you’ll be part of a street channel, you 
should set notifications high for this, click here to find out how 
to respond to requests, go to this channel for more help using 
Slack etc) as part of the Volunteer Guideline. 

FM 

3. Guideline 
questions - 
Vulnerable 
Person ID 

Vulnerable Person ID guideline - decision is that this guideline 
is not required as such.  

Most people who contact us for help are vulnerable or calling 
on behalf of someone who is vulnerable.  

What is required is to make sure RC’s obtain as much 
information as possible about the nature of the vulnerability 
of each person that needs help from RMA, and pass that on to 
the volunteer who accepts the case. 

AK to review existing RC Crib Sheet with Ela to ensure that this 
is clear. 

The idea of providing people needing help with a password 
which would be quoted by the volunteer when he / she gets in 
touch was discussed.  This was proposed on the basis that it 
would provide additional security to a vulnerable person, by 
reassuring them that a caller was indeed from Romsey Mutual 
Aid .  

The committee decided not to go ahead with this measure, as 
1) it was felt that the system of administering it would 

AK 
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probably be involved and error prone 2) it would tend to result 
in confusion amongst the very people it was designed to help, 
and to some extent have the opposite effect to that desired. 

3. Guideline 
questions - Local 
Delivery Service 

It was agreed that a document that could easily be promoted 
to and maintained by volunteers would meet this 
requirement. 

 

4. Street 
Coordinator Role 

Re further verification suggested (use of photo ID in a remote 
video conference session), this could also be simulated by a 
determined scammer - nothing short of a personal visit to 
every individual volunteer’s house would be sufficient to verify 
them.  

RMA has already completed documentation checks for all 
volunteers currently in private street channels.  The 
committee felt that it had done all that could reasonably be 
expected to try to discourage scammers and fraud amongst its 
volunteers, which includes both the initial verification steps 
(doc checks) and the new IT system which only reveals contact 
information to the particular volunteer who has offered to 
help.  

Belt and braces PL to check insurance policy. 

Other concerns voiced about the existing role description: 

● references to distinct actions in the case of requests for 
help from vulnerable people need to be removed 
following same logic as previous item 

● “meticulous attention to detail, highly organized and 
efficient.” is probably OTT and would put people off 
who were capable of doing this role 

● “Remove inactive volunteers from the Slack channel...” 
- we discussed concerns about currently active 
volunteers becoming unavailable when lockdown is 
eased and previous working patterns are resumed, so 
we do not want to do anything which discourages 
other volunteer participation without good reason 

● “Responsible for tracking repeat contact requests...” is 
something we have said in recent discussions that we 
want RC’s to be responsible for so needs to be 
removed 

AK to draft an updated SC job description to reflect discussion, 
and circulate to previous authors before issuing, and recruiting 
SC’s. 

PL 

AK 

5. Membership Some members have now applied (list below), AK to send 
email welcoming them as members and asking if they want to 
come to future meetings please let us know.  Members names 
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are: 

● Roxanne De Beaux 
● Sharon Goldtzvik 
● Evelyn Nichols  
● Piete Brooks 
● Mark RISON 

AK to append membership application link to these minutes so 
other committee people can apply for membership: 

https://overmillroadbridge.org.uk/rma-membership/ 

6. AoB CS asked about stats on number of requests etc.  

AK confirmed stats had been published on Slack but were of 
limited use due to not counting all the individual instances of 
help provided in ongoing request cases.  DB confirmed that 
the new system for repeat /ongoing requests would log these. 

AK to include link to existing stats for the time being: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19FDjZF6GOPxkKeTL
9I8qu2hTOBzis-pCTJsz39i62Bc/edit?usp=sharing  

AK 

6. AoB ZT mentioned a case where the Date of Birth of a person 
requesting help was included in additional information and 
thus shared with the whole private channel; AK to discuss 
possible solutions for this with James B, and publish to RC’s. 

AK 

6. AoB RdB said some corner shops were offering credit terms to local 
residents who could not afford to pay for items; she suggested 
we could encourage volunteers to go into their local corner 
shops and let them know about RMA (take poster) and that 
we could help people with financial advice and signposting 
(and asa last resort funds). 

Publicity to be given to this idea in the next volunteer 
newsletter - ZT to contact Rebecca Gordon. 

AK to post in the general channel to encourage volunteers to 
do that. 

ZT 

AK 
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